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15 September 2021

Who, What, Why, When, Where, How:
Electric Vehicle Charging 



1. Who are we? The Be.EV network

 6000 EV users in Greater Manchester and the surrounding region

 Greater Manchester’s largest publicly available EV charging network, and is 
rapidly expanding to other areas in the North of England

 Appointed by Transport for Greater Manchester, working closely with the 
ten local authorities, civic bodies, NHS Trusts, Universities and major private 
businesses to develop a unified network

 Here to facilitate the transition to electric in the region and help anyone 
who wants to host/install charging facilities to do so 

 The only real local network, working with local supply chain and both public 
and private sector
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Public charging Fleet Strategic hubs



Type 2 CHAdeMO CCS

AC DC DC

2. What makes for good charging
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3. Where to charge? The picture in Greater Manchester
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Range anxiety
Selection of 

vehicles Price of vehicles

1 32

UK EV uptake has been limited to date in the UK

 People drive

 Political drive

 Social value creation

 Staff/Visitor expectations

1,368 investors across the UK

4. Why invest in EV charging facilities?
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 Climate Emergency
 Clean Air Zone
 Target Zero / Net Zero commitments

5. When? Now!
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 c. £40k
+  Power upgrade
+  Maintenance
+  Lifecycle
+  Emergency make safe
+  Connection
+  Back office
+  Customer support

By becoming part of a public charging network like Be.EV

 c. £100k
+  Power upgrade
+  Maintenance
+  Lifecycle
+  Emergency make safe
+  Connection
+  Back office
+  Customer support

8 x 4 x 

• Fully funded, full-life solution for landlords, fleet operators, retailers, employers
• Provide value-add to customers, staff, visitors, managers

Self-funded

6. How much does it cost?

£0



Thank you!
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adrian.gray@iduna.co.uk

www.be-ev.co.uk

Exhibition stand (indoor marketplace)

@BeEV_Charging

Be.EV

Any Questions?


